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Let g be a Kac-Moody algebra over C and

14, 1986)

t a Cartan

subalgebra of g.
Let p e be an element which takes the value I on each simple coroot and
W the Weyl group of g. We denote by M() and L(2)the Verma module
with highest weight e t)* and the unique irreducible quotient of M()
respectively.
I the generalized Cartan matrix (GCM) corresponding to g is symmetrizable, then it was proved in [3] analogously to the (finite-dimensional)
complex semisimple case that or any dominant integral element 2 e )* and
y e W, all the irreducible subquotients of M(y(+ p)-- p) are L(w( + p)-- p)
with w e W such that w>=y, and that multiplicities mtp (y, w)=[M(y(/p)
Here is the standard partial
--p)" L(w(+p)--p)] are independent of
order on the Coxeter group W in which the unit is the smallest element.
Note that mtp (y, w)=0 if y$ w.
In case where g is finite-dimensional, the ollowing proposition on
these multiplicities, well-known as the Kazhdan-Lusztig conjecture, was
proved in [2] and in [1] independently.
Theorem A [5, Conjecture 1.5]. Let g be a complex semisimple Lie
algebra. Under the same notations as above,
mtp (y, w) P,(1)
holds for all y, w e W such that yw, where P,w are the KazhdanLusztig polynomials for the Coxeter group W.
Kazhdan-Lusztig polynomials were introduced in [5], related to a base
change o tIecke algebras of Coxeter groups, and there were given inducrive ormulas to compute these polynomials.
Deodhar, Gabber and Kac conjectured in [3] that the same result as
Theorem A holds for Kac-Moody algebras of infinite-dimension as follows.
Conjecture D [3, Conjecture 5.16]. Let g be a Kac-Moody algebra
corresponding to a symmetrizable GCM. Then
mtp (y, w) P,(1)
holds or all y, w e W such that yw.
In this paper, we prove this conjecture is true or certain pairs (y, w),
by reducing it to the finite-dimensional case. Even when the GCM is not
symmetrizable, this holds or 2=0, the most important case. We give
urther a branching rule of Verma modules over a non-twisted affine Lie
algebra with respect to a certain subalgebra.
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1. Some properties of Kac.Moody algebras. Let A be the root
system of g, and g---t-,eag, the root space decomposition. Let II={al,
", an) (resp.//v_={v,..., v}) be the set of simple roots (resp. simple
coroots). See [4, 1] or detail. We put Q/--l<=<=,Z>=oC and define a
partial order on t)* by
,a i and only i --/ e Q+ (,/ e *).
We denote by the set of all the positive roots with respect to
For a g-module M and / e t)*, we denote by M, the weight space of
weight/. Let P(M) be the set of weights of M. We define a category (C)
of g-modules as follows. The objects of are g-modules M satisfying the

.

+

following conditions.

(i) M ,.e.M. and dim M. + oz for all/ e *.
(ii) There exists a finite subset F of such that/=<v for some

veF
for any/ e P(M).
The morphisms of (C) are -homomorphisms.
and so
We see that all the highest weight modules are objects of
M(2) and L(2) are objects of ( for all 2 e )*. Any object of _) has a local
composition series as follows.
Proposition C [3, Proposition 3.2]. Let M e 0 and e *. There exist
a finite sequence 0=MoCMc.-.cM=M of g-submodules of M and a
subset J of {1,
t} such that
M/M_" L(I) for some
if ] J,
j
any/=
(M/M_),=O for
if eJ.
of M at
composition
series
a
local
We call this sequence
LetMeOand/e*. Take a le*such that t=. Let 0=MoCM
Then, the multiplicity
c... Mt--M be a local composition series at
[M" L(t)] is the number of ] e J such that ,=g. This number is independent o and the local composition series.
2. Kazhdan.Lusztig conjecture. Let A=(a)=<.=< be the GCM of
g. We take a subset I of the index set {1,
n} of such that Az-=(a,),,e
is the Caftan matrix of a complex semisimple Lie algebra g. We put
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he,_ +)+n.+ is a subalgebra of g isomorphic to g. Identify
g with this subalgebra, then, ) is a Caftan subalgebra of g, he,+ a niland so on.
radical of a Borel subalgebra containing
We define a category C) of ,-modules by replacing and with g and
t) respectively in the definition of C). Denote by M(2) and L(2) the Verma
module over g with highest weight 2 e ,* and the unique irreducible quotient of M(2), respectively.
We consider he quotients */Q as additive groups. Let M e (2 and
A e )*/Q,. Put Ma=aM. Then, Ma e C) and M decomposes into a
direct sum of Ma’s as a ,-module. Moreover, (C) MM O is an exact
functor for any A */Q,. For each 2 e *, we denote by [2] the residue

We see that
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class in )*/Q containing 2. Then, we have
Theorem 1. Let M be a highest weight module over with highest
weight
*. Then, M is a highest weight module over with highest
weight ]. Moreover we have
M()
( )
M(21 )),
L( ) ).
L()
(ii)
Let 2, 2’ e and 2-2’ e Q. By applying the unctor
to a local composition series of M(2) at 2’ and using Theorem 1, we have
the ollowing theorem.
and
e Q. Then, the following equality
Theorem 2. Let
holds
[M(2) L(2’)] [Mz(21 b)
Let Wz be the Weyl group of (,, z). Then, Wz can be canonically
identified with a subgroup of W, and the standard order on Wz as a Coxeter
group coincides with that induced from W.
Let p, be half the sum of all the elements of /.+. We can prove that
(yp--p) ]-yp--p for all y W, and that the pair (2, 2’) (y p, wp--p)
satisfies the condition 2--2’ e Q or any y, w e W. Therefore, if y, w e W
and y<=w, Conjecture B is reduced to Theorem A by Theorem 2. Thus,
we get one of our main results as follows.
Theorem 3. Let A--(aij)l<=,j<=n be a GCM, and the Kac-Moody algebra corresponding to A. Let I be a subset of {1,...,n} such that Ax
=(aj),,ex is the Cartan matrix of a cgmplex semisimple Lie algebra.
Under the same notations as above,

*

,’

* -’

[M(yp--p)" L(wp--p)]=P,(1)
holds

for all y, w e Wz

such that y gw.

Note that the symmetrizability of the GCM A is not assumed here.
:. Aifine Lie algebras. Now, we concentrate on a special case.
Let go be a complex simple Lie algebra, and t)0 a Cartan subalgebra of go.
Denote by Z/o the root system of (g0, I)0). Let C[t, t-’] be the algebra of
Laurent polynomials in t with coefficients in C. We put =Cd(R)Cc(R)(C[t,
t-](R)c go), and define the bracket in by
[c, ]--0, [d, P(R)x]-- t(dP/dt)(R)x,
[P(R)x, P’(R)x’] Res ((dP/ dt)P’)K(x, x’)c + PP(R)[x, x’]
or all P, P’ e C[t, t-], x, x’ e go. Here, Res (P) is the coefficient of t -’ in
P, and K(., -) is the Killing form on 0. is called a non-twisted affine Lie
algebra, and is one of Kac-Moody algebras. We can (and do)identify go
In this identification, the Cartan subalgebra
with the subalgebra 1(R)go of
i) of g is Cd+Cc+Oo. Regard 0" as a subspace of )* by 2(d)=2(c)--0 or
2 e t)0*, then, /oZ/. We denote by Mo(2) the Verma module over go with
highest weight 2 e 0", and Lo(2) the unique irreducible quotient of M0(2).
We take 0 as the subalgebra g, introduced before Theorem 1. Then,
the Verma module M(2) (2 e )*) decomposes into a direct sum of M(2)-"a’s
is defined by 6(d)=1, 6(c)=0,
with ] e Z=>o as a o-module, where e

.
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----0. So, the following theorem gives a complete branching rule of M()
as a 0-module, together with Theorem 1.
Theorem 4. Fix a positive integer ]. Let {’,
’} be the set of
elements in ZAo which can be written as a sum of ] elements in AoJ (0},
numbered as ll if ’’. Then, there exists an increasing sequence
M(): M(2)0=M (o) M ()
such
that
M()/M (-) is isomorphic to a direct
of o-submodules of M(2)
sum o.f o(--’+])-copies of Mo(2[)o+’) for every k:l,
s. Here, for
each a e Q+, we put
n:{(fl,/) e (z/+ \Z/o) ZI l<_/__<dim },

...,

-

...

...,

By this theorem, the problem o computing multiplicities of irreducible subquotients o Verma modules over g is reduced to the problem of
determining the branching rule o irreducible highest weight modules over
g as g0-modules. Solving this problem, we will get a useful tool to study
Conjecture B in full generality for this type of g.
The author is grateful to Prof. T. Hirai or his useful advice and kind
encouragement.
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